1.101, trans. Fitzgerald. ὀβριμωπάκτρι = daughter of a powerful father, used again as an epithet for Athena at Iliad 5.747.

O Day Star, son of Dawn [said of Lucifer] (Isa. 14:12-14)
Son of perdition [what the friar calls the fool who has insulted him] (More, trans. Adams)
I’ve been searchin’ for the daughter of the devil himself. (The Eagles)
Sons of Morn [said of angels] (Milton)
Locks of auburn, and eyes of blue, have ever been dear to the sons of song. (Strangford, OED)
Italian, eldest daughter of ancient Latin

Appendix 2F: Inherited beliefs
Thomas Carlyle . . . is in spirit a child of the great revolution. (Harrison, OED)
We are today living with a faith, an aspiration that, rooted though it is in several thousand years of Western history, is still, in the forms we must live with, the child of the Age of Reason. (Crane Brinton)
Kant, Immanuel: German metaphysician and moralist, a good child of the Age of Reason whose reputation actually increased in the Romantic Age. (Crane Brinton)

Appendix 2G: Inheritance of both characteristics and beliefs
Stern daughter of the voice of God! O Duty! (Wordsworth)
We be all good English men. Let us bang these dogs of Seville, the children of the devil, For I never turned my back upon Don or devil yet. (Tennyson)
Some folks inherit star-spangled eyes / Ooh, they send you down to war. / And when you ask them, ‘How much should we give?’ / They only answer ‘More, more, more.’ / It ain’t me. / It ain’t me. / I ain’t no military son. (Creedence Clearwater Revival)

The brightest Angell, even the Child of Light (Spenser)
Angels Progeny of Light (Milton)
Ethereal sons [of Heaven] [said of angels] (Milton)
Sons of Heaven [said of angels] (Milton)
Venice, the eldest Child of Liberty (Wordsworth)

Appendix 2H: Lateral Relations
Humility, with its twin sister meekness (Norris, OED)
The Sophist is the cousin of the parasite and the flatterer. (Plato, trans. Jowett, OED)
Twin Sisters still were Ignorance and Pride. (Prior, OED)
In vain [I] am driven on false hope, hope sister of despair. (Blake)
Her former sorrow into sudden wrath,
Both cousin passions of distroubled spright (Spenser)
Prejudice is the twin of illiberality.
Vayne glory, with her other sisters, inobedience, boasting, etc. (OED)